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Abstract
Recently Chile introduced a new type of health logos, a warning logo signalling unhealthy products.
Various research has focussed on comparing the effects of the warning logo with different nutritional
labelling schemes (GDA and traffic-light labelling), yet little is known about the comparative effects
between warning logos and other health logos (promoting healthy products). To make the optimal
choice within nutritional labelling, more knowledge is needed on the different effects of warning
logos compared to other health logos, ‘promoting logos’. Therefore, this research focussed on: What
is the influence of warning logos compared to promoting logos on the purchase intention of healthy
and unhealthy products? The current study was conducted by executing an online experiment in
which products were evaluated. Results of the experiment show that a warning logo has a greater
power on the information processing than a promoting logo. Furthermore, both health logos induced
a context effect. Additionally, a moderated effect of purchase goal was found on the relationship
between health logos and perceived healthfulness. This implies that not only the comparative effects
of the health logos need to be taken into account, but also the purchase goal consumers use during a
shopping trip.
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1. Introduction
The worlds’ obesity rate has tripled between 1975 and 2016 (WHO, 2017). A foundational cause of
obesity is the imbalance between the intake of calories and the calories expended. Changes in the
intake of calories and physical activities are frequently results of societal and environmental changes.
Next to the societal and environmental changes a shortcoming of supportive policies in areas such as
health, transport, food processing, and marketing also contributed to the imbalance between the
intake of calories and calories expended (WHO, 2017).

To reduce overweight and obesity the World Health Organization (2017) argues that supportive
policies should make it easier for consumers to make healthier food choices. To make healthier
choices, consumers must be able to differentiate healthier food products from unhealthier food
products (Feunekes et al., 2008). To help consumers to make a distinction between healthier and
unhealthier food products, researchers suggest that consumers should be provided with information
about the nutritional content of individual food products (Grunert & Wills, 2007; Feunekes et al.,
2008). Since various foods contain different combinations of ingredients and nutrients, Lobstein and
Davies (2009) suggest that categorising foods in relation to their nutritional qualities is both feasible
and practical. Hence, different nutritional information labels have emerged to classify the
healthfulness of foods based on the nutrition content (van Kleef & Dagevos, 2015).

In the area of marketing a plethora of research has been done on nutritional information labels
(Kozup, Creyer & Burton, 2003). Amongst the nutrition information labels a variety of font-ofpackaging (FOP) labels are identified to be more effective than back-of-packaging labels (Feunekes et
al., 2008; van Kleef & Dagevos, 2015). Within the FOP labelling, three types of FOP labels have been
proposed namely: Guideline Daily Amount labelling (GDA), traffic light labelling, and health logos
(Storcksdieck genannt Bonsmann et al., 2010). In the essence, these three FOP labels differ in the
level of detail nutritional information is communicated (van Herpen & van Trijp, 2011).

To measure the effectiveness of the aforementioned FOP labels four variables are widely used, these
variables are: 1) Attentional capturing, 2) consumers’ understanding of the FOP label, 3) perceived
healthfulness of the product which contains a FOP label, and 4) influence a FOP label may have on
decision making (Grunert & Wills, 2007); (Feunekes et al., 2008); (Grunert, Wills & FernándezCelemín, 2010); (Arrúa et al., 2017). Taking into account the aim of helping consumers better
differentiate between healthy and unhealthy products, it is essential to understand the effectiveness
of FOP labels on the perceived healthfulness of products.
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Elaborating further on the perceived healthfulness, a growing focus of research demonstrates that
subtle cues in the shopping environment are unconsciously influencing consumers in their evaluation
(e.g. perceived healthfulness) (Ooijen et al., 2017). Similarly, the perception of a product can be
influenced by the context in which the choice is made (e.g. assortment) (Simonson & Tversky, 1992).
For example, evidence suggest that evaluative FOP icons (i.e. health logos) outperform reductive FOP
labels (i.e. GDA and traffic light) on differentiating products on perceived healthfulness in a
comparative context, containing products with a FOP label and products without FOP label (Newman
et al., 2016; Newman et al., 2018). Thus, considering a real shopping environment, health logos
appear to better differentiate healthy and unhealthy products compared to the GDA and traffic light
labels.

At this moment the majority of health logo is used to ‘promote’ healthy products (Hodgkins et al.,
2012), whereas, Corvalán et al. (2013) proposed warning signs (warning about unhealthy products)
to be a new type of FOP labelling within the health logos. Since a warning sign (further on referred to
as warning logo), see Figure 1, was introduced in Chile as an official nutrition information labelling
system in June 2016, a handful of papers have studied the effect of warning logos (Carreño,
2015;Cabrera et al., 2017; Arrúa et al., 2017; Machín et al., 2018; Lima, Ares & Deliza, 2018). The
focus of the studies discussing warning logos was to compare the effects of warning logos with the
effects of GDA and traffic light labels (Arrúa et al., 2017; Machín et al., 2018; Lima, Ares, Deliza,
2018). Hence, limited is known on the effectiveness between warning logos and other health logos
(further referred to as promoting logos).

Figure 1: Warning logos

In a large overview on nutrition labelling, the EUFIC (2017) concludes that the effectiveness of
nutrition labels on the purchase intention is of high importance for further policies (EUFIC, 2017). To
aid policy makers in making constructed decisions on the implementation of FOP labels, purchase
intention will be used as dependent variable in the current paper. Furthermore, taking all of the
above in to account, this study aims to understand the effectiveness of warning logos compared to
promoting logos in relation to both healthy and unhealthy products in an assortment. To put it
differently, the focus of this research is to understand how both warning and promoting logos have
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an influence on the perception, hence the purchase intention of product containing a health logo,
but also on products within the assortment without a logo, either healthy or unhealthy. Taking the
focus of this recent study into consideration the following research question (RQ) has been
formulated. RQ: What is the influence of warning logos compared to promoting logos on the
purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy products?

To study the effectiveness of a warning logo compared to a more promoting logo in relation to the
purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy products two mediating variables and a moderating
variable are proposed to have an effect. The first mediator which is identified to mediate the effect
on the relation between health logos and the purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy products
is perceived healthfulness. Grunert, Fernández-Celemín, and Wills (2007), suggest that the inference
consumers make about the healthfulness (i.e. perceived healthfulness) of a product may influence
the purchase decision. Considering that in an assortment, products contain various combinations of
nutrient content, the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy and healthy products is proposed to be a
mediating variable. Next, previous results indicate that there could be a negative association
between nutrition information and perceived tastiness (Vyth et al., 2010). Additionally, the concept
of taste expectation (i.e. perceived tastiness) is classified as one of the strongest drivers in
consumers’ food choice (Chandon & Wansink, 2012). Therefore, perceived tastiness of healthy and
unhealthy products is expected to the second mediating variable.

The relationship between the mediating variables and the purchase intention is proposed to be
moderated. In a choice task when a hedonic purchase goal was more salient versus less salient the
products which were perceived to be less healthy were preferred more (Raghunathan, Naylor, and
Hoyer, 2006). According to Schuldt and Hannahan (2013), these findings reflect the trade-off
consumers make between hedonic experiences and health goals. It is argued that irrespectively on
the purchase goal consumers perceive products the same way but attach different levels of
importance to purchase criteria. Therefore, it might be reasonable to argue that the purchase goal
could moderate the relationships between both perceived healthfulness and perceived tastiness in
relation to the purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy products.

Concluding, by extending the knowledge on the current subject policy makers become aware that
certain types of products and situations could ask for different types of health logos to maximize the
effects. Furthermore, consumers may become more aware that certain types of products and
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situations have different effects on their decision making. This awareness can eventually help the
consumer to differentiate between healthy and unhealthy products.

2. Conceptual model and theoretical background
The conceptual model which is proposed to provide an answer to the research question is given in
Figure 2. The model shows the mediating and moderating variables which are suggested to have an
influence on the relationship between FOP labelling and purchase intention. In this chapter the
different variables will be discussed, and hypotheses will be formulated.

Figure 2: Conceptual model

Product evaluation
Over the years, a variety of literature provided insights on how cues can affect consumers’ choices
(Deliza & MacFIE, 1996). Considering the importance of helping consumers making healthier choices
(WHO, 2017), cues could be an important aspect. In the field of quality perception and product
evaluation Steenkamp (1990) distinguished quality cues and quality attributes, namely: search
attributes (i.e. quality cues), and credence attributes and experience attributes (i.e. quality
attributes). First, search attributes which can be intrinsic or extrinsic related to the product and used
by the consumer to make an inference about the product before the purchase decision. Intrinsic cues
are part of the product and cannot be changed without changing the physical properties of the
product (e.g. ingredients) (Richardson, Dick & Jain, 1994). Next the extrinsic cues which refer to parts
which does not directly belong to the physical product, therefore can be changed without changing
the physical product (e.g. price, colour, shapes, and labels) (Steenkamp, 1990). In other words, a
health logo which is available on the packaging, can be seen as an extrinsic cue within the search
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attributes. Therefore, health logos may help consumers to make healthier choices in a shopping
experience. (Hodgkins et al., 2012; Feunekes et al, 2008; van Kleef et al., 2007).

In relation to the quality attributes, credence attributes cannot be evaluated before or during the use
of the product. Credence attributes may be provided by experts or individuals whom experienced the
product before, therefore have to be accepted in ‘good faith’ (e.g. healthfulness). Next to the
credence attributes are the experience attributes. The experience attributes are evaluated
‘experiencing’ the product, in other words, these attributes can be used during post-purchase
formation of satisfaction (e.g. taste, smell, feel). Considering that nutrients cannot directly be
experienced or seen (van Kleef et al., 2007), it might be reasonable to assume that the information
provided by health logos are credence attributes. Considering that both search attributes and
credence attributes are used by consumers to evaluate a product, one could argue that health logos
may influence the evaluation of a product, hence the perception.

Information processing
As argued earlier, the information provided by health logos could be used as credence attributes to
evaluate a product. To process information, consumers basically use two routes: a systematic way,
which requires more effort and recourses, and an intuitive, heuristic processing way, which is based
on easily accessible cues (Kahneman, 2015). Considering everyday life, consumers tend to have low
involvement making food choices, which makes it feasible that the intuitive route is more dominant
in consumers’ food choices (Lähteenmäki, 2015). Elaborating further on the process of information
processing, in a large review conducted by Baumeister et al. (2001), evidence shows that when
people are not able to process all information (i.e. intuitive route) people are more likely to pay
attention to negative information in contrast to positive information. Additionally, to the attention is
the impact the information has. According to Baumeister et al. (2001) researchers show greater
power of negative information in forming impressions than positive information. Taking into account
the distinction one can make between health logos, in which warning logos signal unhealthy food
and promoting logos signal healthy food, Cabrera et al. (2017), argue that a FOP label which signal
unhealthful products may raise awareness on the negative consequences of overconsumption, hence
portrait negative information. Therefore, one could argue that warning logos, which signal
unhealthful products, are inclined to have a stronger effect on consumers’ product evaluation and
process of information than promoting logos.
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Referring back to the evidence that products in a choice set could influence the perception of other
products in that same choice set (Simonson & Tversky, 1992; Newman et al., 2016; Newman et al.,
2018), and considering all above, it can be assumed that in an product evaluation condition when
only a warning logo is available a stronger impact on the perception of healthfulness will occur on
both healthy and unhealthy products compared to a control condition in which no health logo is
available and compared to a condition in which only a promoting logo is available. To put it
differently it is assumed that in a condition in which a warning logo is available on the unhealthy
products the healthy products will be perceived to be healthier than the healthy products in a control
and promoting condition. Therefore, the following hypotheses are formulated:

H1a: Healthy products in a warning logo condition will be perceived healthier compared to the
healthy products in a control group and a promoting logo condition, whereas healthy products in a
promoting logo condition will be perceived to be healthier compared to the control group.

H1b: Unhealthy products in a warning logo condition will be perceived less healthy compared to
unhealthy products in both the promoting condition and the control group, whereas unhealthy
products in a promoting condition will be perceived to be less healthy compared to the control group.

Expectations
As mentioned before, when making food choices there is a large possibility that consumers will use
easy accessible cues (e.g. health logos) to evaluate a product (Kahneman, 2015; Lähteenmäki, 2015).
Researchers suggest, that cues (i.e. health logos) could influence the expectations consumers have
on a certain product (Deliza & MacFIE, 1996), whereas expectations play a significant role in how
consumers perceive a product. In relation to the above, it is feasible that warning logos and
promoting logos can influence and generate certain expectations which can influence how
consumers perceive a product.

Within the expectations literature three major types of expectations can be distinguished: predictive
expectations, normative expectations, and comparative expectations (Prakash and Lounsbury, 1984).
The first one, predictive expectations are referred to as the beliefs consumers have about a certain
brand and its possibility to perform on certain attributes (Stewart & Miller, 1969). Influenced by past
experiences, advertising, and opinions from other people consumers form beliefs about a brand. The
second major type is the normative expectation. Within the normative expectation consumers have a
certain standard or norm which must be met to ensure satisfaction for the consumer. In other words,
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the standard or norm is the expectation consumers have. The norms consumers have, may have
been based on for example: cultural norms, personal values, and quality of life (Summers & Granbois,
1977). Finally, the third type is the comparative expectation. In the category of comparative
expectation, one refers to the expectation a consumer can have on a certain brand compared to a
similar brand. Considering the above alternatives, consumers’ expectation of a product, hence the
perception consumers have of a product can be influenced by various variables (e.g. personal values,
cultural norms, other brands, and predictive possibility).

Looking at the different expectations which might influence consumers’ perception, it is suggested
that there is a negative correlation between perceived healthfulness and perceived tastiness
(Raghunathan, Naylor & Hoyer, 2006). The correlation is based on the implicit “unhealthy = tasty”
intuition. For example, Raghunathan et al. (2006), state that overconsumption of unhealthy food
occurs because consumers assume that unhealthy foods tastes better. To put it differently, evidence
suggest that products which are perceived to be relatively unhealthier are perceived to taste better
(Raghunathan et al., 2006). In addition, a negative association between nutrition information and
perceived tastiness may exist (Vyth, et al., 2010). However, according to Werle, Trendel, and Ardito
(2013) the implicit “unhealthy=tasty” may not be generalized. In a study conducted by Jo et al.
(2016), results show evidence that Consumers in France tend to perceive healthier food products to
be tastier. Additionally, the evidence suggests that the “unhealthy = tasty” may very between
cultures (Jo et al., 2016). Synthesizing the main points, one could argue that the assumption of
unhealthy food tasting better is an implicit norm and is cultural depending, therefore the unhealthy =
tasty intuition could be a normative expectation.

Taking into account the normative expectation, the evidence of negative information having a
stronger impact than positive, and products in a certain choice set may influence the perception of
products in the same choice set. One could argue that warning logos, highlighting more unhealthy
products, may increase the perceived tastiness for unhealthy products and decrease the tastiness for
healthy product. In contrast to, promoting logos, promoting more healthy products. Therefore, two
hypotheses are proposed:

H2a: Healthy products in the promoting logo condition will be perceived less tasty compared to the
control group, but tastier than the healthy products in the warning logo condition.
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H2b: Unhealthy products in the warning logo condition will be perceived to be tastier compared to the
control group and the unhealthy products in the promoting logo condition. Whereas the unhealthy
products in the promoting logo condition will be perceived to be tastier compared to the control
group.

Purchase intention of food
In a large questionnaire conducted by Steptoe, Pollard, and Wardle (1995), various factors have been
studied on the influence these factors have on consumers’ food choices. Of these factors four have
been identified to be the most important for consumers in making food choices, namely: sensory
appeal, convenience, health, and price (Steptoe et al., 1995). The first factor, sensory appeal refers to
the smell, taste and appearance of a product, while the convenience factor involves the ease of the
purchase and preparation of the food. Thirdly, the health factor includes items which are related to
chronic disease prevention and to nutrition. Finally, price, which in general refers to the cost of the
food. Considering the aim of this research, one could argue that both perceived tastiness and
healthfulness have a positive influence on the purchase intention of food, therefore the following
hypotheses are formulated:

H3: Food products which are perceived to be healthy have a higher purchase intention than products
which are perceived to be unhealthy.

H4: Food products which are perceived to be tasty have a higher purchase intention than products
which are perceived to be less tasty.

Product values
Elaborating further on the influence of perceived healthfulness and tastiness on the purchase
intention, different motivations (i.e. health or taste) can influence consumer decision making
(Maehle et al., 2015). To gain deeper insights in the decision making of consumers, hedonic and
utilitarian product values are widely used (Babin, Darden & Griffin, 1994; Crowley, Spangenberg &
Hughes, 1992). A hedonic product value is described as the multisensory fantasy and multisensory
aspects of the experience with the product (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982), whereas a utilitarian
product value is described as ‘a conscious pursuit of an intended consequence’ (Babin et al., 1994,
pp. 645). It is important to indicate that when consumers are evaluating a product it is not just a
matter of either a hedonic product or a utilitarian product (Dhar & Wertenbroch, 2000), the
valuation between utilitarian and hedonic products is subjective (Khan, Dhar & Wertenbroch, 2005).
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To make a distinction between products on its relative hedonic or utilitarian nature consumers use
different characteristics (i.e. attributes) (Dhar and Wertenbroch, 2000). In addition, Chernev (2004)
shows evidence that the categorization (i.e. valuation) between utilitarian and hedonic products
depends on the relative clarity of the hedonic and utilitarian attributes. For example, goods high in
utilitarian attributes can be described as products which are bought motivated by functional aspects
(e.g. chocolate needed to bake a cake). Goods high in hedonic attributes can be described as goods
which are providing fun and pleasure (e.g. chocolate to enjoy). Similar to these examples is the view
of the benefits utilitarian or hedonic products may provide. The focus of hedonic benefits is on the
pleasure consumers perceive to gain from food (e.g. taste), whereas utilitarian benefits focus more
on functionality like high nutritional values or low-calorie content (Maehle, Iversen, Hem & Otnes,
2015). Hence, it can be argued that the benefits, either hedonic or utilitarian, consumers perceive to
gain from a product depend on the attributes consumers use.

Attribute importance
Elaborating further on the influence of perceived healthfulness and tastiness, when consumers are
evaluating a product, consumers tend to give attributes (e.g. search attributes) different levels of
importance (Keller & McGill, 1994), additionally, the attributes will be used to perceive potential
benefits the product will give to the consumer (Grunert & van Trijp, 2014). For example, Miller and
Ginter (1979) found evidence that the attribute which indicated “convenience” had a relative high
importance for consumers purchasing lunch on a weekday. In addition to the results concluded by
Miller and Ginter, Gardner (1983) showed that the persuasiveness of a message (i.e. advertisement)
has also an influence on the relative attribute importance. Furthermore, in a study conducted by
Chernev (2004), evidence shows that the relative attribute importance is possible influenced by the
goal orientation (i.e. hedonic or utilitarian) a consumer has. Elaborating further, Chernev (2004)
showed that consumers with different goals use different means to process the information on
choice alternatives. For example, consumers with a prevention-focus were more likely to overtax
utilitarian attributes therefore select products preferable on these attributes (Chernev, 2004). This
implies that different factors may have an influence on the judgment consumers have about relative
attribute importance, hence the product itself (Steenkamp, 1990).
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Considering the above alternatives, it would seem that, consumers attach different importance to
product attributes depending on their purchase goal. Because different attributes become important
different benefits can be perceived. Taking this note into consideration one might argue that when a
utilitarian purchase goal is more salient people tend to attach more importance to attributes
highlighting utilitarian benefits (e.g. perceived healthfulness of a product), therefore may attach
more importance to a search attribute such as a promoting logo. In contrast to when a hedonic
purchase goal is more salient, when people contribute more importance to benefits like perceived
tastiness. Elaborating further, looking at the implicit unhealthy=tasty intuition it might be reasonable
to argue that a warning logo signalling unhealthy products might be perceived to be tastier, hence
more likely to be purchased with a hedonic goal. Consequently, the following hypotheses are
formulated:

H5: When consumers have a utilitarian purchase goal the purchase intention for products which are
perceived to be healthier is higher compared to products which are perceived to be tastier.

H6: When consumers have a hedonic purchase goal the purchase intention for products which are
perceived to be tastier is higher compared to products which are perceived to be healthier.
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3. Methodology
In the current study an online experiment was conducted to compare the influence of warning logos
and promoting logos on the purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy food products.

Participants
To collect the participants for the online experiment a convenience sample was used. The collection
of the sample was done by means of the personal network of the researcher. The researcher posted
a link to the experiment on online platforms like: Facebook, LinkedIn and SurveySwap and send a link
to respondents using WhatsApp. In addition, the snowball effect had been used since everybody was
asked to share the link with their own network. Participation in this experiment was completely
voluntary, participants did not receive a gift for participating. In total, 297 Dutch participants
participated in the experiment. To compare the sample with the Dutch population statistics on age,
gender, household composition, and education level were used (CBS, 2018), given in Table 1, 2, 3, 4.
As presented in Table 1, the sample has an overrepresentation on the age category 21-30.
Furthermore, compared to the Dutch population the sample has also a large overrepresentation on
higher educated people, presented in Table 4. The high percentages in the age category of 21-30 and
the higher education levels could be explained by the personal network of the researcher.

Table 1: Age distribution

Age categories
18-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80

Percentages
sample
5.2%
42.8%
7.9%
10.0%
25.5%
8.3%
0.3%

Percentages
CBS
4.8%
16.4%
15.7%
17.4%
18.8%
15.7%
11.0%

Percentages
sample
37.0%
63.0%

Percentages
CBS
49.6%
50.4%

Table 2: Gender distribution

Gender
Male
Female
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Table 3: The distribution of household composition

Household composition
Single household without children
Single parent household
Multi-person household without
children
Multi-person household with children

Percentages
sample
23.6%
4.0%

Percentages
CBS
30.8%
7.2%

24.9%

28.8%

47.5%

33.2%

Percentages
sample
6.1%
8.1%
22.6%
39.1%
24.1%

Percentages
CBS
23.9%
10.5%
32.4%
21.0%
12.2%

Table 4: The distribution of education level

Education level
VMBO
HAVO, VWO
MBO
HBO
WO
Design

To conduct the experiment the online survey program Qualtrics was used to collect the data, see
appendix A for the complete survey. The experiment consisted of six conditions which were added in
the Qualtrics program, these conditions were: 1) hedonic goal x no label, 2) utilitarian goal x no label,
3). hedonic goal x warning logo, 4) utilitarian goal x warning logo, 5) hedonic goal x promoting logo,
and 6) utilitarian goal x promoting logo. Consequently, in this experiment a 2 (purchase goal) x
3(health logo) between subjects design was used. Therefore, in this experiment all participants filled
in one questionnaire for one condition.

Procedure and variables
The order of the experiment went as follows. To start the survey firstly there was an explanation
about the research and informed consent. The participants were told that the survey was about the
evaluation of ready to eat meals, to help by an eventual introduction on the Dutch market and that
they had to answer questions concerning their perception toward the ready to eat meals. After
explaining the aim of the survey participants could agree or disagree with the terms and conditions.
Participants whom did not agree were directed to the end of the experiment, therefore did not
participate.
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After the participants did agree, the randomization began, the participants were assigned into one of
two purchase goal conditions (hedonic or utilitarian). The purchase goal was triggered by asking
participants to think back to a recent purchase situation in which the participants: were purchasing a
food product to purely enjoy themselves (hedonic) or to a situation in which they purchased a food
product for sake of using it because it is useful for a certain goal (e.g. energy during sports)
(utilitarian). The questions asked to trigger these situations were: 1) which product did you buy?,
2) why did you buy this product?, 3) try to describe the purchase situation in which you bought this
product with as much details as possible, and 4) try to describe the feeling you had during the
purchase of this product with as much details as possible. The reason to place this manipulation in
the beginning was to ensure that people would use their triggered goal either consciously or
unconsciously by choosing and valuating the attributes of the ready to eat meals, to test the
moderating effect of the purchase goal between perceived tastiness and healthfulness on purchase
intention of healthy and unhealthy food products.

Immediately after the first randomizer the second randomizer assigned participants to either one of
the three health logo conditions. Depending on the health logo condition an explanation was given
about the health logo they could encounter. In other words, participants in the warning logo
condition got an explanation on what the warning logo represented and the participants in the
promoting logo condition got an explanation on what the promoting logo meant, whereas the
participants in the condition in which no logo was available did not get any explanation. The decision
to only explain the health logo to the participants whom would encounter one was made so that
participants did not get suspicious if they would not encounter one of the two health logos. Another
reason to explain the health logos is because the Dutch consumer is not familiar with these logos and
when a new nutrition label (i.e. logo) will be introduced into the marketplace, governments and
media will pay some attention to explain the nutrition label on forehand, before entering the
marketplace.

After the participants were triggered to a hedonic or utilitarian purchase goal and divided into a
health logo condition, the participants were asked to choose one of the six ready to eat meals (see
appendix A) which they would choose to buy. In this choice task, all six of the ready to eat meals
were shown at the same time, but the order in which the products were displayed was random, to
account for left-to-right and up-and-down biasing. This question was added so that the participants
were ‘forced’ to make a distinction in the purchase intention and evaluation of the ready to eat
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meals. As shown in Table 5, depending on the health logo condition participants saw products with
different health logos.

Table 5: Ready to eat meals and the logo distribution

Ready to eat meals

Referred to as

Warning logo
condition
Available (salt)

Control condition

unhealthy

Promoting logo
condition
No logo

Hungry Joe’s Thai
chicken
Amy’s Kitchen Gluten
free Noodles
Waitrose Chinese
Singapore noodles
Tesco Sweet chilli
chicken Noodles
Ling Ling Drunken
Noodles with Chicken
Saffron road Chicken
pad Thai

unhealthy

No logo

Available (salt)

No logo

unhealthy

No logo

Available (salt)

No logo

healthy

Available

No logo

No logo

healthy

Available

No logo

No logo

healthy

Available

No logo

No logo

No logo

After participants made a choice between the six ready to eat meals, the participants got an
explanation for the next series of questions. Within this explanation participants were told to rate
the purchase intention of the six ready to eat meals and were asked to keep their purchase situation
(goal) into consideration during the evaluation of the products. Within this series of evaluations, the
participants were shown one product at the time in random order, to provide a closer look at every
ready to eat meals.

At the next page break, the participants were asked to evaluate the six different meals. To evaluate
the six ready to eat meals the participants got to see one ready to eat meal at the time in a random
order. For each of the ready to eat meals the participants gain a series statements about four
variables: 1) taste, 2) healthfulness, 3) quality, and 4) convenience. Every variable was given in a
random order when participants had to evaluate each product. The reason to show these variables
random is to account for a possible bias within the relationship between the healthfulness and
tastiness.
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Finally, the participants were asked to indicate some variables regarding their personal situation and
lifestyle. These variables were: gender, age, educational level, household composition, enduring
motivation to process nutritional labels, preventive orientation, and dietary statements about
specific nutrients, to measure their dietary consciousness. Furthermore, to safeguard that the
purchase goal and FOP label condition were successfully manipulated, a manipulation check was
done. Firstly, the participants were asked if they encountered: 1) a label indicating healthier
products, 2) a label indicating unhealthier products or 3) did not see any labels at all. Secondly a
manipulation check was done on the purchase goal. Doing a manipulation check on the purchase
goal the participants were asked to indicate if 1) I bought a product to enjoy, 2) I bought a product
because I needed it for something, and 3) I did not have a specific situation in mind.

Measurements
To measure the purchase intention of the ready to eat meals the Marketing Scales Handbook was
used to identify a scale (Bruner, 2009). The scale used to measure purchase intention was firstly used
by Baker and Churchill (1977). This scale consist of four statements: 1) would you like to try this
product?, 2) would you buy this product if you happened to see it in a store?, 3) would you actively
seek out this product in a store in order to purchase it?, and 4) I would patronize this product. In the
experiment every statement had to be answered by the participants in a Likert scale from 1 to 7 (e.g.
1 ‘definitely not’ to 7 ‘definitely’). To measure the reliability of the scale a Cronbach’s Alpha was used
for all six products, please be referred to Table 6 and 7 for the values. After the alphas were
measured per product, a Cronbach’s alpha was measured to check if it was useful to distinguish
between healthy and unhealthy products.

Table 6: Reliability of the purchase intention of healthy products

Purchase intention of healthy
products
Tesco Sweet chilli chicken
Noodles
Ling Ling Drunken Noodles
with Chicken
Saffron road Chicken pad Thai

Number of Items

Purchase intention of healthy
products

Cronbach’s alpha

4

0.914

4

0.919

4

0.916

12

0.916
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Table 7: Reliability of the purchase intention of unhealthy products

Purchase intention of
unhealthy products
Hungry Joe’s Thai chicken
Amy’s Kitchen Gluten free
Noodles
Waitrose Chinese Singapore
noodles
Purchase intention of
unhealthy products

Number of items

Cronbach’s alpha

4
4

0.912
0.906

4

0.929

12

0.900

After the purchase intention, all the participants were asked to indicate between two opposites to
what level they found that the product represented the variables: taste, healthfulness, quality, and
convenience on a scale from 1 to 7 (e.g. 1 ’unhealthy’ to 7 ‘healthy’). The variables ‘taste’ and
‘healthfulness’ are used to measure the tastiness and the healthfulness, which were predicted to test
hypotheses 1 and 2, whereas the variables ‘quality’ and ‘convenience’ were added to make the story
about the product introduction more reliable. The variable ‘quality’ has been identified by Grunert
(2005), to be necessary in satisfying consumers and the variable ‘convenience’ has been indicated to
be an important driver in food choices (Chandon & Wansink, 2012).

To measure the enduring motivation to process nutrition labels and preventive orientation (i.e.
concerned about health) two scales were used which were measured on a scale from 1 to 7 (e.g. 1
‘totally disagree’ to 7 ‘totally agree’), developed by Moorman (1990). The statements used to
measure the enduring motivation to process nutrition labels are: 1) I often read nutritional labels, 2) I
am very interested in reading nutrition and health-related information at the grocery store, and 3) I
often read nutrition labels at the grocery store. These three statements together form a reliable basis
for measuring the enduring motivation to process nutrition labels (α=0,935). Next, the preventive
orientation of the participants was measured using three statements, these statements are: 1) I try
to protect myself against health hazards I hear about, 2) I am concerned about health hazards and try
to take action to prevent them, 3) I try to prevent health problems before I feel any symptoms.
Similar to the motivation to process nutritional labelling, the preventive orientation has been
measured to be a reliable basis as well (α=0,864).
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Finally, to measure the dietary consciousness, five statements were given. 1) I watch how much salt I
consume, 2) I look after the number of calories I consume, 3) I look at the amount of fat I consume,
and 4) I keep in mind the amount of sugar I consume, and 5) I watch the amount of fibres I consume.
Each statement was measured on a scale from 1 to 7 (e.g. 1 ‘totally disagree’ to 7 ‘totally agree’). This
scale was found to be a reliable basis for measuring dietary consciousness (α=0,890).

4. Results
4.1 Manipulation check
To control if the manipulation succeeded several crosstabs were computed. In the first crosstab the
logo conditions were compared with the question in which the participants indicated which logo they
encountered, please be referred to Table 8 for the values. In the warning logo condition only 49,5%
of the participants indicated to have seen a warning logo, which indicates that the warning logo was
not noticed by most of the participants, therefore the manipulation did not completely succeed in
the warning logo condition. Furthermore, only 68,1% of the control group indicated that they did not
see a logo, and in the promoting condition only 59,6% of the participants noticed a promoting logo.
Like the warning logo condition, the logo manipulation for the control group and promoting logo
condition did not completely succeed in its purpose. Elaborating further on this data, a large
percentage of the participants in the warning logo condition (35,4%) and the promoting logo
condition (37,5%) indicated that no logo was present in the survey, whereas in the control group the
majority which mentioned to have seen a logo, saw a promoting logo (27,7%). Which could be
explained by systematic noise, to put it differently 1) participants reconstructed afterwards what
they supposedly should have seen or 2) participants only saw what they expected to see. For
example, in the control group participants whom would reconstruct what they saw afterwards, could
have thought that there are always logos on products, specifically mentioning how healthy a product
is.

Table 8: Logo condition manipulation check

Logo condition

Warning logo present

No logo present

Warning logo
Control group
Promoting logo

49.5%
4.3%
2.9%

35.4%
68.1%
37.5%

Chi-square

Promoting logo
present
15.2%
27.7%
59.6%

(X²(4)=118.741, p<.001)
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Table 9: Logo condition and purchase goal manipulation check

Logo condition

Purchase goal

Warning logo

Hedonic
Utilitarian
Hedonic
Utilitarian
Hedonic
Utilitarian

Control group
Promoting logo

Warning logo
present
51.1%
48.1%
4.3%
4.3%
3.9%
1.9%

Chi-square

No logo present
35.6%
35.2%
68.1%
68.1%
45.1%
30.2%

Promoting logo
present
13.3%
16.7%
27.7%
27.7%
51.0%
67.9%

(X²(10)=122.387, p<.001)

Furthermore, on the manipulation regarding the purchase situation (either hedonic or utilitarian),
78,3% of the participants with a hedonic purchase goal indicated to buy a product to enjoy
themselves, whereas 68,2% of the participants with a utilitarian purchase goal indicated to buy a
product because they needed it for something, please be referred to Table 10 for the values. On
average the participants indicated to buy the product with the purchase goal they were supposed to
buy the product with, however for both hedonic (21,7%) and utilitarian (31,8%) purchase goals more
than 20% indicated to have a different purchase goal or no goal at all. Therefore, the purchase goal
manipulation did not fully succeed in its purpose. Like the logo manipulation this can be partly
explained by systematic noise. For example, participants might normally buy ready to eat meals in a
different goal than the goal they were assigned to.

Table 10: Purchase goal manipulation check

Purchase goal
condition

Bought a product to
enjoy themselves

Hedonic
Utilitarian

78,3%
22,7%

Chi-square

Bought a product
because they needed
it for something
14,7%
68,2%

Bought the product
with no purchase goal
in mind
7,0%
9,1%

(X²(2)=96.725, p<.001)

Next to the manipulation, the sample was scrutinized to check if there was an unequal distribution
between the experimental conditions over the levels participants indicated to have an enduring
motivation to process nutritional labels, to have a preventive orientation, their dietary
consciousness, and the frequency participants buy ready to eat meals. Firstly, three one-way ANOVA
tests were done to check if there were any differences between the experimental conditions and the
enduring motivation to process nutritional labels, the preventive orientation, and the dietary
consciousness. No significant differences were found between the conditions and the enduring
motivation (F(5,291)=0.972, p=.435), between the conditions on the preventive orientation
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(F(5,291)=0,466, p=.802), and between the conditions and the dietary consciousness (F(5,291)=1.294,
p=.266). Secondly a chi-square was measured to check if there were any differences between the
logo conditions and purchase conditions on the frequency participants indicated to buy ready to eat
meals. No significant differences were found between the logo condition and the frequency
(X²(8)=7.461, p=.488) and between the purchase goal and the frequency (X²(20)=16.246, p=.701). All
though no significant differences were found between the experimental conditions and the
frequency participants buy ready to eat meals, it was expected that the frequency participants buy
ready to eat meals could explain a relatively large part of the variance. Taking this variance into
consideration, the decision has been made to control for the frequency participants buy ready to eat
meals in the analysis.

4.2 Data analysis
In this chapter various analyses have been done, to test the hypotheses stated above. These
hypotheses are tested using two samples: 1) the complete sample and 2) A ‘corrected sample’. The
corrected sample refers to a sample in which participants whom indicated to have seen a different
logo (or no logo) than they were supposed to see were removed from the sample. The reason to
remove these participants was to check if there were different effects when the health logos were
consciously noticed. Therefore, only significant differences of the corrected sample in relation to the
complete sample were mentioned in the analysis.

The effect of the logo conditions on the perceived healthfulness
To compare the effects of the logo conditions and the purchase goal on perceived healthfulness of
healthy products and unhealthy products two Factorial ANCOVA tests were conducted. The logo
conditions included three types (control group, warning logo, and promoting logo) and purchase goal
consisted of two types (hedonic and utilitarian). In the first Factorial ANCOVA the main effects of the
logo conditions and the purchase goal on perceived healthfulness of healthy products were
compared. Only a significant main effect was found on the covariate, the frequency participants buy
ready to eat meals on the perceived healthfulness of healthy products (F(1,290)=22.877, p<.001)
please be referred to Table 11, 12, and 13 for the values. Next to the covariate, there was a
significant interaction between the logo condition and the type of purchase goal, on the perceived
healthfulness of healthy products (F(2,290)=5.959, p=.003). To understand more of what is driving
this interaction effect, simple effect analyses were done. Looking at the values for each simple effect,
it appears that there was no significant differences between the logo conditions for participants with
a hedonic purchase goal, but the perceived healthfulness of healthy products for participants with a
utilitarian purchase goal was significantly higher in the promoting logo condition (M=3.867,
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SD=0.164) compared to the warning logo condition (M=3.073, SD=0.163), p=.001, and the control
group (M=3.296, SD=0.174), p=.018, please be referred to Figure 3. No significant difference was
found between the warning logo condition and the control group, p=.350.

Table 11: Effect of the purchase goal and the logo condition on perceived healthfulness of healthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

1.381

p=.253

Purchase goal

1

290

0.034

p=.853

Logo condition * purchase goal

2

290

5.959

p=.003

Table 12: Health logo combined with hedonic purchase goal; mean values perceived healthfulness of healthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.302

0.168

Warning logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.668

0.178

Control group + hedonic purchase goal

3.343

0.174

Table 13: Health logo combined with utilitarian purchase goal; mean values perceived healthfulness of healthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.867

0.164

Warning logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.073

0.163

Control group + utilitarian purchase goal

3.296

0.174
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Figure 3: Healthy products’ interaction effect of purchase goal and logo condition

Second, a Factorial ANCOVA was conducted to compare the main effects of the logo conditions and
the purchase goal on the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products. Similar to the first Factorial
ANCOVA only a significant main effect was found on the frequency participants buy ready to eat
meals and the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products (F(1,290)=20.050, p<.001), see Table
14, 15, and 16 for the other values. Next, to the significant main effect of frequency on the perceived
healthfulness of unhealthy products an interaction effect between the logo conditions and the
purchase goal on the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products was found (F(2,290)=4.887,
p=.008). Similarly, this interaction indicates that the effect of the logos was affected by the purchase
goal on the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products. To understand more about what guides
this interaction a simple effects analysis was done. No significant differences between the logo
conditions were found for participants with a hedonic purchase goal, whereas the perceived
healthfulness for unhealthy products for participants with a utilitarian goal was significantly lower for
the warning logo condition (M=2.543, SD=0.142) compared to the promoting logo condition
(M=3.197, SD=0.144), p=.001 and the control group (M=3.057, SD=0.153), p=.014, see Figure 4 No
significant differences were found between the promoting condition and the control group, p=.504.
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Table 14: Effect of the purchase goal and the logo condition on perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

2.096

p=.125

Purchase goal

1

290

0.154

p=.695

Logo condition * purchase goal

2

290

4.887

p=.008

Table 15: Health logo combined with hedonic purchase goal; mean values perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + hedonic purchase goal

2.774

0.147

Warning logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.037

0.156

Control group + hedonic purchase goal

3.130

0.152

Table 16: Health logo combined with utilitarian purchase goal; mean values perceived healthfulness of unhealthy
products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.197

0.142

Warning logo + utilitarian purchase goal

2.543

0.144

Control group + utilitarian purchase goal

3.057

0.153

Figure 4: Unhealthy products' interaction effect of purchase goal and logo condition
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Since many participants indicated to have seen no logo or a different one than they were supposed
to see, the participants whom indicated to have seen a different logo or no logo were removed from
the sample. To check if there were different results when participants consciously noticed the health
logos two Factorial ANCOVA tests were conducted to compare the main effects of logo conditions as
an independent variable on the perceived healthfulness of healthy and unhealthy products. There
were significant main effects on the type of logo and the Perceived healthfulness of healthy products
(F(2,175)=5.708, p=.004) and unhealthy products (F(2,175)=3.505, p=.032). The Bonferroni post hoc
test revealed that the Perceived healthfulness of healthy products was significantly lower in the
control group (M=3.257, SD=0.142) compared to the promoting logo condition (M=3.967, SD=0.152),
p=.003, as presented in Figure 5.

Table 17: Mean values of perceived healthfulness of healthy products per health logo

Logo condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo

3.967

0.152

Warning logo

3.570

0.170

Control group

3.257

0.142

Figure 5: Perceived healthfulness of healthy products
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Next to the healthy products, the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products was significantly
lower in the warning logo condition (M=2.653, SD=0.155) compared to the promoting logo condition
(M=3.205, SD=0.139), p=.029, in Figure 6 the illustrated difference.

Table 18: Mean values of perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products per health logo

Logo condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo

3.205

0.139

Warning logo

2.653

0.155

Control group

2.880

0.130

Figure 6: Perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products

Synthesizing the results above, when consumers noticed the health logos the healthy products
containing a promoting logo were perceived to be healthier compared to the control group, whereas
the unhealthy products containing a warning logo were perceived to be less healthy compared to the
promoting logo condition. Since, no larger effect was found in the warning logo condition for the
healthy products and the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products was not significantly lower
for the warning logo condition compared to the control group, hypotheses H1a and H1b are rejected.
Additionally, the observed interaction effects, in which only a utilitarian purchase goal showed
significant differences, were found on the products which contained a health logo (both promoting
and warning).
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The effect of the logo conditions on the perceived tastiness
Next to the perceived healthfulness, Two Factorial ANCOVA tests were conducted to test if there was
a significant difference between the logo conditions and the purchase goal on the perceived tastiness
of healthy and unhealthy products, controlling for the frequency participants buy a ready to eat
meal. The first conducted Factorial ANCOVA was used to compare the effects of the logo conditions
and the purchase goal on the perceived tastiness for healthy products. Only a significant relationship
was found for the covariate, frequency participants buy ready to eat meals and the perceived
tastiness of healthy products (F(1,290)=20.583, p<.001), whereas no other significant main and
interaction effects were found, please see Table 19, 20, 21 for the values.

Table 19: Effect of the purchase goal and the logo condition on perceived tastiness of healthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

0.224

p=.799

Purchase goal

1

290

0.644

p=.423

Logo condition * purchase goal

2

290

1.483

p=.229

Table 20: Health logo combined with hedonic purchase goal; mean values perceived tastiness of healthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.437

0.160

Warning logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.660

0.170

Control group + hedonic purchase goal

3.506

0.166

Table 21: Health logo combined with utilitarian purchase goal; mean values perceived tastiness of healthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.630

0.156

Warning logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.311

0.155

Control group + utilitarian purchase goal

3.343

0.166
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Secondly a Factorial ANCOVA was conducted to compare the means of the logo conditions and the
purchase goal on the perceived tastiness of unhealthy products. Similarly, a significant relationship
between the covariate and the perceived tastiness was found (F(1,290)=27.694, p<.001). No other
significant main or interaction effects were observed, see Table 22, 23, 24.

Table 22: Effect of the purchase goal and the logo condition on perceived tastiness of unhealthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

0.271

p=.763

Purchase goal

1

290

0.068

p=.795

Logo condition * purchase goal

2

290

2.761

p=.065

Table 23: Health logo combined with hedonic purchase goal; mean values perceived tastiness of unhealthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.088

0.168

Warning logo + hedonic purchase goal

3.580

0.179

Control group + hedonic purchase goal

3.400

0.175

Table 24: Health logo combined with utilitarian purchase goal; mean values perceived tastiness of unhealthy products

Condition

Mean

Standard deviation

Promoting logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.519

0.165

Warning logo + utilitarian purchase goal

3.218

0.163

Control group + utilitarian purchase goal

3.441

0.175
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The relationship between perceived healthfulness and tastiness on the purchase intention
Two Multiple-linear Regressions were calculated to predict the purchase intention of healthy and
unhealthy food products based on perceived healthfulness of healthy and unhealthy products and
the perceived tastiness of healthy and unhealthy products. This model was corrected for the
frequency participants buy ready to eat meals. In the first analysis a significant regression equation
was found, (F(3,293)=78.171, p<.001) with a R² of 0.445. Participants’ purchase intention of healthy
products was positively influenced by the perceived tastiness of healthy products (b=0.463, t=7.980,
p<.001), but not significantly influenced by the perceived healthfulness of healthy products (b=0.100,
t=1.847, p=.066). Nonetheless, when looking at the corrected sample, in which participants
consciously noticed the health logos, a significant positive influence was also found of the perceived
healthfulness of healthy products on the purchase intention of healthy products (b=0.237, t=3.731,
p<.001). Considering these findings, it appears that the perceived tastiness of healthy products has a
large positive influence on the purchase intention of healthy products, whereas, the perceived
healthfulness of healthy products only influences the purchase intention of healthy products
(positively) when health logos are consciously noticed.

Second, an analysis was calculated to predict the purchase intention of unhealthy products based on
the perceived healthfulness and perceived tastiness of unhealthy products. A significant regression
equation was found on the purchase intention of unhealthy products (F(3,293)=90.598, p<.001) with
a R² of 0.481. Both perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products (b=0.234, t=4.199, p=<.001) and
perceived tastiness of unhealthy products (b=0.379, t=7.703, p=<.001) had a positive influence on the
purchase intention of unhealthy products. Synthesizing the results, the perceived tastiness of both
healthy and unhealthy products had a positive influence on the purchase intention of healthy and
unhealthy products, whereas the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products had also a positive
influence, the perceived healthfulness of healthy products only had a positive influence when the
health logos were noticed. Since, both perceived healthfulness and tastiness have showed evidence
to positively influence the purchase intention of both healthy and unhealthy products, H3 and H4
have been supported by the data.
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In addition to the linear regressions, a Factorial ANCOVA was calculated to compare the means of
purchase intention of healthy and unhealthy products depending on the logo condition. In this
analysis the moderating variable purchase goal was taken into account and the analysis was
controlled for the frequency of purchasing a ready to eat meal. The analysis of variance yielded a
significant effect for the frequency buying ready to eat meals on the purchase intention of healthy
products (F(1,290)=41.144, p<.001) and unhealthy products (F(1,290)=34.101, p<.001). No significant
effects were found of the logo conditions on the purchase intention of healthy products
(F(2,290)=1.084, p=.340) and unhealthy products (F(2,290)=1.381, p=.253), the values are presented
Table 25 and 26.

Table 25: Effect of the logo conditions and the purchase goal on purchase intention of healthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

1.084

p=.340

Purchase goal

1

290

3.091

p=.080

Logo*purchase goal

2

290

0.560

p=.572

Table 26: Effect of the logo conditions and the purchase goal on purchase intention of unhealthy products

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

290

1.381

p=.253

Purchase goal

1

290

0.255

p=.614

Logo*purchase goal

2

290

1.669

p=.190

Analysing the corrected sample different results were found. In the Factorial ANCOVA, a significant
main effect was found of the logo conditions of unhealthy products on purchase intention of
unhealthy products (F(2,175)=3.353, p=.031). The Bonferonni post hoc test revealed that the
purchase intention was significantly higher for participants in the promoting logo condition
(M=2.777, SD=0.129) compared to the warning logo condition (M=2.255, SD=0.145), p=.026. For the
other values see Table 27 and 28.
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Table 27: Effect of the logo condition and the purchase goal on purchase intention of healthy products (corrected
sample)

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

175

2.606

p=.069

Purchase goal

1

175

0.993

p=.320

Logo*purchase goal

2

175

0.103

p=.902

Table 28: Effect of the logo condition and the purchase goal on purchase intention of unhealthy products (corrected
sample)

Independent variable

df

Error

F

p

Logo condition

2

175

3.353

p=.031

Purchase goal

1

175

0.078

p=.780

Logo*purchase goal

2

175

0.100

p=.905

Considering the results above, one could argue when health logos are noticed, that the intention to
purchase unhealthy products containing a warning logo was lower than the purchase intention for
unhealthy products in an assortment in which the healthy products contained a promoting logo.

Moderation and moderated mediation analysis
To measure the moderating effect of purchase goal on the relationship between perceived
healthfulness and perceived tastiness of healthy and unhealthy products and purchase intention of
healthy and unhealthy products, PROCESS created by (Hayes, 2009) was used. Next to the
moderating effect of purchase goal, the PROCESS tool was also used to check if the conceptual model
can be explained by the indirect effect the logo conditions have on purchase intention using the
perceived healthfulness and tastiness of healthy and unhealthy products as mediating variables.
Since an interaction effect between the health logos and purchase goal has been found, model 58
was used for the analysis. Please be referred to appendix B for an image of model 58.

In the first analysis the dependent variable (Y) was the purchase intention of healthy products, the
independent variable (X) was the logo condition, with the control group as the reference category,
the mediating variables were perceived healthfulness of healthy products (M1) and the perceived
tastiness of healthy products (M2), and the moderating variable was purchase goal (W), with the
hedonic purchase goal as the reference category, controlling for the frequency participants buy
ready-to-eat meals.
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In the analysis a significant regression equation was found (F(8,288)=31.733, p<.001) with a R² of
0.469. In the equation, only a significant (negative) interaction effect was found between perceived
tastiness of healthy products and purchase goal on the purchase intention of healthy products (b=0.116, t=-2.016, p=.045), for an overview of all the coefficients see Table 29 below. Elaborating
further on this interaction effect, as shown in Figure 7 the perceived tastiness of healthy products
increased the purchase intention for participants with a hedonic purchase goal significantly more
compared to participants with a utilitarian purchase goal.

Table 29: PROCESS coefficients, effect of health logos and purchase goal on purchase intention of healthy products
through perceived healthfulness and tastiness

Variables

b

SE B

t

p

Constant

2.110

0.127

16.615

p<.001

Promoting logo

0.099

0.067

1.471

p=.142

Warning logo

-0.084

0.068

-1.245

p=.214

Perceived healthfulness of healthy products

0.005

0.058

1.693

P=.092

Perceived tastiness of healthy products

0.266

0.047

8.064

p<.001

Purchase goal

-0.078

0.047

-1.654

p=.099

Perceived healthfulness of healthy products * purchase

-0.001

0.054

-0.015

p=.988

-0.116

0.057

-2.016

p=.045

goal
Perceived tastiness of healthy products * purchase goal

Figure 7: Interaction effect healthy products' perceived tastiness and purchase goal
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Next, to check if a moderated mediation occurred for the healthy products, the index of moderated
mediation was used, as recommended by Hayes (2015). All confidence intervals contained the value
0.00, therefore showing no significant effects, for the values see Table 30.
Table 30: Index of moderated mediation for healthy products

Index of moderated mediation

Logo

b

BootSE

BootLLCI

BootULCI

condition
Perceived healthfulness of healthy

Promoting

0.054

0.042

-0.021

0.147

products

Warning

-0.052

0.041

-0.145

0.016

Perceived tastiness of healthy

Promoting

0.127

0.091

-0.048

0.311

products

Warning

-0.114

0.097

-0.311

0.079

In contrast to the complete sample, when diving into the corrected sample, a significant moderated
mediation of the warning logo condition on purchase intention through perceived healthfulness of
healthy products was found, b=-0.140, BCa CI [-0.288, -0.008]. This effect represents a negative
moderated mediation for the warning logo condition. In other words, when the warning logo is
consciously noticed, the effect of the warning logo on the purchase intention for the healthy
products is more negative for participants with a utilitarian purchase goal compared to the
participants with a hedonic purchase goal. All other confidence intervals contained 0.00, showing no
significant effects. For the effect sizes and confidence intervals see Table 31 below.

Table 31: Index of moderated mediation for healthy products (corrected sample)

Index of moderated mediation

Logo

b

BootSE

BootLLCI

BootULCI

Promoting

0.106

0.069

-0.028

0.243

Warning

-0.140

0.070

-0.285

-0.006

Promoting

0.065

0.100

-0.131

0.263

Warning

-0.112

0.102

-0.315

0.093

condition
Perceived healthfulness of healthy
products
Perceived tastiness of healthy
products
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Secondly, the analysis was done with the purchase intention of unhealthy products as dependent
variable (Y), the logo condition as independent variable (X), perceived healthfulness of unhealthy
products (M1) and the perceived tastiness of unhealthy products (M2) as mediating variables, and
purchase goal as moderating variable (W), controlling for the frequency participants buy ready-to-eat
meals.

Similar to the analysis on the healthy products, a significant regression equation was found
(F(8,288)=34.523, p<.001), with a R² of 0.490. Next, the purchase intention of unhealthy products
was positively influenced by the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products (b=0.216, t=3.806,
p<.001) and perceived tastiness of unhealthy products (b=0.393, t=7.906, p<.001). No significant
interaction effects were found, please be referred to Table 32 for the coefficients.
Table 32: PROCESS coefficients, effect of health logos and purchase goal on purchase intention of unhealthy products
through perceived healthfulness and tastiness

Variables

b

SE B

t

p

Constant

2.207

0.121

18.319

p<.001

Promoting logo

0.047

0.063

0.736

p=.462

Warning logo

-0.105

0.064

-1.623

p=.106

Perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products

0.217

0.057

3.806

p<.001

Perceived tastiness of unhealthy products

0.392

0.050

7.906

p<.001

Purchase goal

-0.031

0.044

-0.700

p=.484

Perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products * purchase

0.043

0.056

0.756

p=.450

-0.059

0.049

-1.224

p=.222

goal
Perceived tastiness of unhealthy products * purchase goal

In contrast to the interaction effects, a significant moderated mediation was found for both the
warning logo, b=-0.110, BCa CI [-0.238, -0.014] and the promoting logo, b=0.104 BCa CI [0.020, 0.232]
on the purchase intention through perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products. This represents
both a negative and a positive moderated mediation. Elaborating further, the effect of the promoting
logo on purchase intention of unhealthy products through perceived healthfulness of unhealthy
products was more positive for participants with a utilitarian purchase goal than for participants with
a hedonic purchase goal. In contrast, the warning logo showed an effect on purchase intention
through perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products which was more negative for participants
with a utilitarian purchase goal compared to participants with a hedonic purchase goal. Similar to
the perceived healthfulness of unhealthy products a significant indirect was found of the promoting
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logo b=0.164, BCa CI [0.007, 0.328] on the purchase intention of unhealthy products through the
perceived tastiness. Representing an effect of the promoting logo on purchase intention through
perceived tastiness of unhealthy products which was more positive for participants with a utilitarian
purchase goal compared to participants with a hedonic purchase goal, all coefficients are presented
in Table 33.

Table 33: Index of moderated mediation for unhealthy products

Index of moderated mediation

Logo

b

BootSE

BootLLCI

BootULCI

condition
Perceived healthfulness of

Promoting

0.104

0.054

0.020

0.232

unhealthy products

Warning

-0.110

0.057

-0.238

-0.014

Perceived tastiness of unhealthy

Promoting

0.164

0.082

0.007

0.328

products

Warning

-0.160

0.082

-0.327

0.003

Considering all the above, only an interaction effect was found of perceived tastiness of healthy
products and purchase goal on the purchase intention of healthy products, hypothesis 5 and 6 are
not confirmed. Next to the moderation, the moderated mediation showed positive and negative
effects for the health logos on purchase intention through perceived healthfulness and tastiness. To
be more precise, a warning logo had a stronger negative influence on participants’ purchase
intention through perceived healthfulness and tastiness of unhealthy products for participants with a
utilitarian purchase goal compared to participants with a hedonic purchase goal. Similarly, when
health logos are noticed the products in the warning logo condition have a stronger negative
moderated mediation on the purchase intention of healthy products through perceived healthfulness
for participant with a utilitarian purchase goal compared to participants with a hedonic purchase
goal. In contrast, looking at the promoting logo condition a positive moderated mediation occurs on
purchase goal of unhealthy products through perceived tastiness and healthfulness. In other words,
the promoting logo influenced the participants with a utilitarian purchase goal more positively on the
purchase intention through perceived healthfulness and tastiness than participant with a hedonic
purchase goal.
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Logistic regression
Finally, a binary logistic regression was done to analyse the choice participants made, either healthy
or unhealthy, with the logo condition and purchase goal variables as independent variables. Results
of the binary logistic regression indicated that there was no significant association between the logo
condition, purchase goal and the choice for healthy or unhealthy products (X²(3)=2.341, p=0.505).

5. Conclusion
The effectiveness of nutrition labels on the purchase intention is of high importance for further
policies. Additionally to the purchase intention, nutrition labels should help consumers differentiate
between healthy and unhealthy products. Since health logos appeared to help consumers better
differentiating healthy and unhealthy products and a new type of logo (i.e. warning logo) was
recently introduced, this study focussed on comparing a warning logo with promoting logo. To
compare a warning logo with a promoting logo three conditions were used. In one condition the
unhealthy products contained a warning logo and the healthy products contained none, in another
condition the healthy products contained a promoting logo and the unhealthy products contained
none, and finally in a control group the products contained no health logo at all.

For starters, no results in this study showed an influence of health logos on the perceived tastiness of
a product. Which is in contrast to the statement that a negative association between nutritional
information and perceived tastiness may exist (Vyth et al., 2010). Therefore, this study did not find
evidence that a negative relationship between nutritional information and perceived tastiness exists.

In contrast to the perceived tastiness, results from the present work showed that, when health logos
are noticed, healthy products containing a promoting logo are perceived healthier compared to the
healthy products in the control group, but not compared to the healthy products in the warning logo
condition. In contrast, the unhealthy products containing a warning logo were perceived to be less
healthy compared to the unhealthy products in the promoting logo condition, but not compared to
the unhealthy products in the control group. Interpreting these results, one could expect that, since
the healthy products in the control group were perceived to be less healthy compared to the healthy
products with a promoting logo, the healthy products in the warning logo condition (which do not
contain a logo as well) would also be perceived less healthy compared to the products with a
promoting logo. However no significant difference on the perceived healthfulness was found
between the healthy products with a promoting logo and the healthy products in the warning logo
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condition. On balance, it appears that the warning logo has an effect not only on the products
containing a warning logo, but on all products within an assortment. This event might be explained
by the context effect as argued by Newman et al., (2016;2018). Elaborating further, the results only
show a difference between the logo conditions (warning vs promoting) when a warning logo is
available, hence, it might be reasonable to argue that these effects occur due to the relative high
power of negative information as suggested by Baumeister et al., (2012).

Expanding on the perceived healthfulness, as shown in this current research, the relationship
between the health logos and perceived healthfulness is moderated by the purchase goal. To be
more precise, consumers with a utilitarian purchase goal perceive the product containing a
promoting logo to be healthier than the other healthy products, and on its turn, products containing
a warning logo are perceived to be less healthy. In contrast to the consumers with a hedonic
purchase goal, who do not significantly differ in the perceived healthfulness. This phenomenon might
be explained by the evidence provided by Keller and McGill (1994) that consumers attach different
levels of importance to attributes. In this case, that consumers with a utilitarian purchase goal may
attach more importance to nutritional information to evaluate a product than consumers with a
hedonic purchase goal. Additionally, another explanation might be that depending on the purchase
goal consumers may use different attributes to evaluate a product as suggested by Chernev (2004).

Next to the influence health logos have on the perceived healthfulness, this recent study showed
that the purchase intention is also influenced by a health logo. To be more specific, the purchase
intention of products containing a warning logo is lower for consumers than the purchase intention
for unhealthy products in a promoting logo condition. Elaborating further on this result, it is
important to keep in mind that the difference on purchase intention of unhealthy products only
ensue when both logos are in the equation. In other words, consumers’ purchase intention is not
lower for products containing a warning logo compared to the unhealthy product in the control
group only to products in the promoting logo condition. In contrast to the unhealthy products, no
differences were found for the purchase intention of healthy products. Similar to the effects health
logos have on the perceived healthfulness, these results may indicate a stronger power of negative
information compared to positive information.

Elaborating further on the purchase intention, as was concluded in earlier research (Steptoe et al.,
1995), this study shows that both perceived healthfulness and perceived tastiness have a positive
result on the purchase intention. Anticipating further on the perceived tastiness, the current work
showed that the relationship between perceived tastiness and purchase intention was moderated by
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purchase goal. In this moderating effect the purchase intention of consumers with a hedonic
purchase goal increased more when the perceived tastiness increased compared to consumers with
a utilitarian purchase goal. This finding may indicate that the level of attribute and benefit
importance depends on the purchase goal. Specifically, consumers with a hedonic purchase goal,
which generally refers to more enjoyment, attach more importance to perceived taste than
consumers with a utilitarian purchase goal.

Synthesizing all the above, the purchase intention is influenced by the perceived tastiness and
perceived healthfulness, whereas the perceived healthfulness on its turn is influenced by health
logos. This influence on the perceived healthfulness varies across the logos available and the
evidence suggest a greater power for the negative information. Additionally, the relationship
between the perceived healthfulness and health logos is also moderated by the purchase goal. Next
to a moderated relationship, a direct relationship was found between the health logos and the
purchase intention of unhealthy products. Considering these results, one could argue that the
warning logos have a greater power on the consumer to identify unhealthy products. And as
expected, that nutritional information is more important for consumers with a utilitarian purchase
goal.

6. Discussion
Warning logos are relatively new, yet various research already showed that it had promising effects
to counter the obesity rate (Arrúa et al., 2017; Machín et al., 2018; Lima, Ares, Deliza, 2018).
However no comparative study has been done on the effects of warning logos versus promoting
logos, taking into account the effect of a purchase goal. This recent study is of use for policy makers,
marketers, and category managers whom are looking for comparative effects between warning and
promoting logos and how these logos influence the perceived healthfulness of products within an
assortment. For instance, a category manager could increase the healthfulness perception for certain
products by putting these products in the same assortment as products with a warning logo.
Furthermore, to help consumers make healthier choices policy makers have to keep in mind that the
way consumers perceive the healthfulness is also influenced by other products’ warning logo.
Additionally, in arranging an assortment, category managers have to keep in mind with which
purchase goal consumers are buying certain products. Since the purchase goal not only has a
moderating effect on the relationship between perceived tastiness and purchase intention but also
on the influence health logos have on perceived healthfulness. Similarly, government agencies,
attacking the obesity rate, have to keep in mind that products can be perceived differently
depending on the purchase goal consumers have.
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Developing further on the purchase goal, the current research contributes to the existing knowledge
on how consumers perceive products differently with a utilitarian or hedonic purchase goal. Studies
focussing on the influence health logos have on consumers’ product evaluation could use these
findings as a reason to obtain deeper knowledge on how and why purchase goals may influence the
relationship between health logos and perceived healthfulness. Specifically, do consumers use
different attributes to evaluate a product? And interpret the consumer attributes in a different way?
In addition, considering the fact that when consumers have a shopping trip, in which more products
are bought, not one of the two goals is constant, consumers may switch on their purchase goals
depending on the product. Hence it may be interesting to investigate the effect the health logos have
on different types of products in one shopping trip moderated by purchase goal.

Next, for further research on the effects of health logos and other nutritional labels on the purchase
intention, it is recommended to consider the visibility of the logos. The relatively small contrast
between the (hedonic) packaging colour and the health logos’ colour may have been the reason that
participants did not notice the health logos. Therefore, adding a white frame to highlight the health
logos is recommended as a solution. Another explanation might have been the size of the health
logos, which may have been too small to notice on a mobile or laptop. The fact that participants did
not notice the logos could have influenced the way how they perceived the healthfulness of the
products and therefore, the results may not fully represent the comparative effects between the two
health logos.

Since the researcher received some feedback from the sample about ready to eat meals having a bias
of being unhealthy and untasteful, it could be interesting to look at different types of products.
Taking this bias into consideration, participants may have rated the products differently than they
would with more ‘neutral’ products, this may have affected the perceived healthfulness and
perceived tastiness, but since they positively influenced the purchase intention also the purchase
intention. Another point of attention is the fact that the participants were not familiar with the
products, hence it might have been more difficult for participants to relate to the product. Since, the
participants may have found some difficulties in relating, the ratings could have been influenced.

All in all, warning logos show promising effects in identifying unhealthy products and effecting the
purchase intention when a promoting logo is available as well. So in order to help consumers
differentiate between healthy and unhealthy products, I think it might be more interesting to
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implement both a promoting logo and a warning logo. But this study cannot provide evidence on this
subject, hence more research is needed in order to find out what helps consumers best.
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